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HPS Implementation Plan 
June 2013 
The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) experiment is proposed for Hall B at CEBAF. The 
proposal is presently classified as Conditionally Approved (C1) based upon the 
recommendation of the Jefferson Lab Program Advisory Committee (PAC). 
Performance of the Silicon Trackers close to the electron beam was the primary 
concern. During the Hall B running in spring 2012, the HPS collaboration fielded a test 
setup that received photon beam but not electron beam. However, the collaboration 
believes that the data they acquired validated their simulations and addressed the 
concerns of the PAC. 

HPS has submitted a new proposal to DOE-HEP to complete the construction of the 
experiment, primarily with FY14 funds ($1.8M total capital equipment). DOE-HEP has 
scheduled a review on July 11, 2013. The collaboration is proposing to complete the 
construction during FY14 and install in time for an engineering run in FY15, during 
Accelerator Periods III and IV of the re-baselined 12 GeV CEBAF upgrade project (see 
Figure 1). Running would occur during evenings and weekends or during other periods 
when it would not conflict with the regularly scheduled assembly of the CLAS12 Torus 
coils. This “engineering run” would produce important physics data with substantial 
impact. These data would further expand the search for heavy photons to new regions 
of parameter space. The collaboration is planning additional production runs to 
complete their data set with this apparatus in FY16-17. 

Jefferson Lab has developed a clear position regarding the implementation of this 
proposed running plan in advance of the DOE-HEP review in July. This document 
examines the feasibility of this proposed plan, particularly with respect to potential 
interactions with and/or impact on the 12 GeV upgrade project. 

Impact on 12 GeV Upgrade 
 

The 12 GeV upgrade project is absolutely central to the future of Jefferson Laboratory 
and its success is the highest priority for the Lab. Any planned delivery of electron beam 
before CD4b completion of the project must be consistent with the project plan as re-
baselined during the spring/summer of 2013. It is the firm position of the Laboratory that 
any beam delivery to an experiment before CD4b must be compatible with the optimal 
execution of the re-baselined 12 GeV upgrade project.  
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The proposed delivery of beam to the HPS experiment must clearly be consistent with 
the Laboratory’s position regarding the 12 GeV project. This document aims to review 
the proposed installation and running of HPS in this context, and evaluate its impact.  

 

 

Figure 1. Overlap of the CLAS12 assembly and commissioning activities with the accelerator operations 
schedule. 

FY15 Schedule 
 

It is proposed to construct HPS to be ready for first beam in FY15. Figure 1 shows the 
present schedule (as per the re-baselined 12 GeV project) for beam delivery and Hall B. 
Beam delivery is scheduled for Halls A and D in two periods in FY15, as shown in 
Figure 1. It is anticipated that the accelerator system should also be capable of 
delivering good quality beam at 2.2 GeV to Hall B during these periods, although this is 
not presently planned due to activity to assemble and commission the CLAS12 Torus 
magnet in Hall B during this time.  
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CLAS12 Torus Schedule 

The CLAS12 Torus assembly in Hall B is scheduled for much of FY14 and the first half 
of FY15 (Figure 1). During CLAS12 Torus assembly, it would be possible to commission 
the Hall B beamline. The Torus assembly plan involves Hall B access for 1 shift for 5 
days per week during this period. Additional shifts or weekend work would be used as a 
contingency plan if needed to recover from schedule delays. Therefore, during 
Accelerator period III there would, in principle, be time available to run beam for 
beamline commissioning on nights and weekends.  

The CLAS12 Torus Pump/Cool/Power test is presently scheduled for 6 weeks during 
Q3 and Q4 of FY15. This period starts with phase I: preparation of the commissioning of 
the CLAS12 Torus. This consists of testing the instrumentation, leak testing the helium 
circuit, and verifying the magnet protection circuit. During this phase access to the Hall 
is required. Next comes phase II: Pump down of the cryostat, which will take about 12 
days from April 27, 2015 to May 8, 2015. During this period minimal access to the Hall 
is required for 12 GeV related work, so, in principle, it would be possible to deliver beam 
to HPS in Hall B on nights and weekends in Accelerator period IV without impacting 
Torus testing.  

Phase III is the cool down of the magnet which is scheduled to start June 19, 2015 and 
be completed by July 17, 2015. During the cool down phase minimal access to the Hall 
is required, therefore HPS could run if the beam were available. However the present 
accelerator schedule does not include running during this period as shown in Figure 1, 
making HPS running unlikely at this time. 

The final phase of the Torus commissioning consists of following the procedures to 
ramp up the Torus magnet to 3.77 KA, then ramping it down. Ramping tests will be 
followed by field mapping of the Torus.   

The 12 GeV project team is considering the possibility of cold tests of the coils after 
fabrication and before delivery to Hall B for assembly. This may delay the start of the 
coil assembly in the Hall, and in that case there may be dedicated running possible in 
Hall B during Accelerator period III. However, it is premature to consider that possibility 
until a decision is made on the cold coil tests.  

Note that the 12 GeV Upgrade Project schedule of activities as shown in Figure 1 
represents the current rebaseline plan, and is subject to change as the work 
progresses.  A re-evaluation of the interface between HPS activities and 12 GeV 
installation/pre-ops activities will be necessary following any 12 GeV Project schedule 
changes to ensure there is no interference from HPS. 
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Engineering Run (Installation and Operation) 
 

Three options have been considered to satisfy the desire of the HPS collaboration to 
schedule its engineering run as soon as possible after they complete the construction of 
their apparatus. The layout of two Hall-B options is shown in Figure 2. 

The first, “Hall B Upstream” involves siting the experiment upstream of CLAS12 in Hall 
B, where the equipment was located for the spring 2012 test run. (This was considered 
the default option, before 12 GeV rebaselining.) 

The second option (“Hall B Downstream”) is to relocate the HPS experiment to the 
downstream alcove of Hall B. This would minimize the risk of activation of Torus 
assembly components during HPS running and could allow running HPS when Torus 
installation is not proceeding, like nights and weekends, without negative impact. If 
delays in the Torus assembly should occur, the commissioning and production runs 
could proceed without impeding the 12 GeV project. This is now the preferred option.  

Another option considered (“Hall A”) was to relocate the experiment to Hall A to avoid 
any potential interference with Hall B installation. This involves additional costs and 
schedule issues. 

Hall B Upstream Option 

Considering only weekends, there will be more than 40 shifts available during Q1 of 
FY15 for the beam line commissioning. The beam line commissioning needs about 15 
shifts and will use a low current beam, <10 nA, dumping it in the Hall-B photon tagger 
dump (dump in the floor at the upstream end of the Hall, ~10 meters upstream of the 
Torus location). This will ensure that the Torus assembly will not be irradiated. With the 
time available far exceeding the time needed for the beam line commissioning, there 
should be no impact on the 12 GeV upgrade work in the Hall. In any event, the 12 GeV 
work has ultimate priority and the beam commissioning work will be terminated if any 
interference would occur.  

During Accelerator period IV, only 2 weeks of the requested 6 weeks for the engineering 
run would be possible.   

This option, while allowing adequate time for beamline commissioning, only allows a 
third of the HPS engineering run and no production data could be acquired. There is 
also concern that activation of the Torus assembly components could occur when HPS 
is run in the Hall B Upstream location during the engineering run. Also, in this option 
HPS can no longer take data once the central CLAS12 detectors, in particular SVT, are 
installed, because of potential radiation damage to the silicon and electronics. 
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Hall B Downstream  

The HPS apparatus could be installed before Q1 FY15, when the accelerator is 
scheduled for operation and coils are scheduled to be installed. Since installation of the 
three magnet chicane requires the forward carriage to be in its upstream position, this 
should be done before Q3 FY14 and the beginning of the Torus assembly. (If coil 
installation were delayed, there would be no conflict between running HPS and CLAS12 
assembly; if it is on schedule, beamline commissioning could proceed on nights and 
weekends, without interfering with Torus assembly.) The detector commissioning with 
beams could also proceed without interfering if it were confined to evenings and 
weekends or other times not required for Torus assembly. This option has the additional 
advantage, from the perspective of the HPS experiment, of allowing production running 
to proceed in Q2-Q3 FY15, when the accelerator is again in operation. This would 
proceed along the same guidelines, eliminating interference with final Torus assembly 
and commissioning by running only on nights and weekends, or during schedule delays 
or other periods when no activities are planned for Hall B. 

Activation of Torus components is extremely unlikely if HPS is moved to the 
downstream location because in this case pristine beam would be transported through 
the Torus assembly to the Hall B alcove and only then pass through a thin target, well 
downstream of the CLAS12 apparatus.  

There are minor additional costs associated with this option. Based on the conceptual 
design and work evaluation conducted by the Hall-B engineering group, the total cost of 
the installation of the three magnet chicane in the alcove will be $61K for M&S, 6 MW of 
mechanical designer time, 2.4 MW of mechanical engineer time, and 6.5 MW of 
technician time. Additional beam line optics and diagnostics will cost $30K for M&S, 15 
MW of mechanical designer, and 20 MW of mechanical technician time. These costs 
can be partially accommodated in the present HPS budget, which includes roughly $70k 
for beamline expenses that can be redirected to the alcove installation in their entirety 
(see Appendix). HPS, citing the new re-baselining schedule of the 12 GeV Upgrade 
project, will seek the minor additional expense by amending its present budget request 
from DOE HEP. 

This is the preferred option for HPS. 

 

Hall A 

Relocating to Hall A offers the possibility to decouple HPS running completely from the 
12 GeV upgrade project, and there is adequate and unobstructed space in the Hall for 
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HPS installation. However, there are additional costs and impacts that need to be 
considered for this option.  

To install HPS in Hall-A, 2 meter-high stands must be constructed in addition to the 
support system required for the Hall-B downstream option. Also, new sets of cables for 
all magnets (assuming HPS can use existing power supplies in Hall-A) and optical links 
from the Hall-A to the Hall-B counting rooms will be needed.  

One of the main challenges in running HPS in Hall-A will be beam tuning downstream of 
the standard target/pivot platform, similar to the challenge of running downstream in Hall 
B, and requiring low current beam delivery. It is critical to align the SVT planes on the 
beam at low beam currents, 5 nA to 10 nA, so damage to the silicon detectors can’t 
occur. The Hall-A beamline is very well suited for high current running, >70 -100 nA, but 
for lower currents, the readout electronics on at least last five BPMs must be upgraded. 
Also, the beam cannot be tuned while it passes though the HPS detector system 
because damage could occur. Accordingly an insertable beam dump before HPS will 
therefore be needed. A tungsten calorimeter exists in the Hall A line which could be 
considered for this purpose, but might need additional cooling. To summarize, moving 
HPS to Hall-A will double the  M&S costs and add 25% in manpower costs compared to 
the Hall B downstream option.. 

Another challenge for Hall-A option is to find a proper time to run HPS.  The existing 
projected experimental schedule in Hall-A has experiments scheduled in 2014-2016. 
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Figure 2. Two options for HPS in Hall-B (beam direction is left to right) 
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Appendix 

Table below summarizes the total cost of the relocating the HPS into the Hall-B 
downstream alcove. Based on a conceptual design of the deck for supporting the three-
magnet chicane, see Figure 3. It includes also the cost of moving the pair spectrometer 
magnet power supply, labor necessary for the move, and the cost of beamline 
elements. This additional cost can partly be offset by the present HPS budget, which 
includes items that no longer will be needed. These items are related to the shielding, 
photon beam dump, and the beam line downstream of the HPS setup. In alcove 
location, downstream of the HPS setup is the beam dump, and no new shielding, or 
dump, and additional beam line are needed.  

Item M&S ($) MD (MW) ME (MW) MT (MW) 
Platform in alcove 41000 6 2.4 

 Relocation 
   

5 
Magnet power 20000 

  
1.5 

Beamline controls 30000 15 
 

20 
WBS 1.1.7 -19,370 

   WBS 1.1.10 -19,370 
   WBS 1.1.11 -27,118 -2 -0.2 -2 

Total 25142 19 2.2 24.5 

 

Figure 3. Conceptual design of the three-magnet chicane support system in the Hall-B downstream alcove. 
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